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The Conservative Case

for a Fourth Family
and New Strong Flavor Interactions

• “The fourth family is already ruled out”

Lack of interest in a fourth family at the LHC?

• “We already know how to look for heavy quarks—just like tops”

• “A fourth family is just plain boring—both theoretically and experimentally”

• “A fourth family has no theoretical motivation”

• “A fourth family sheds little light on electroweak symmetry breaking”

• “A fourth family sheds little light on the flavor puzzle”



10. Electroweak model and constraints on new physics 37

S, T , and U in Eqs. (10.67). There is a strong correlation (87%) between the S and T
parameters. The allowed region in S ! T is shown in Fig. 10.4. From Eqs. (10.67) one
obtains S " 0.06 (!0.02) and T " 0.10 (0.19) at 95% CL for MH = 117 GeV (300 GeV).
If one fixes MH = 600 GeV and requires the constraint S # 0 (as is appropriate in
QCD-like Technicolor models) then S " 0.09 (Bayesian) or S " 0.07 (frequentist). This
rules out simple Technicolor models with many techni-doublets and QCD-like dynamics.

An extra generation of ordinary fermions is excluded at the 6 ! level on the basis of
the S parameter alone, corresponding to NF = 2.71 ± 0.22 for the number of families.
This result assumes that there are no new contributions to T or U and therefore that
any new families are degenerate. This restriction can be relaxed by allowing T to vary as
well, since T > 0 is expected from a non-degenerate extra family. Fixing S = 2/3", the
global fit favors a fourth family contribution to T of 0.232 ± 0.045. However, the quality
of the fit deteriorates (!#2 = 6.8 relative to the SM fit with MH fixed to the same value
of 117 GeV) so that this tuned T scenario is also disfavored (roughly at the 99% CL). A
more detailed analysis is required if the extra neutrino (or the extra down-type quark) is
close to its direct mass limit [218]. This can drive S to small or even negative values
but at the expense of too-large contributions to T . These results are in agreement with a
fit to the number of light neutrinos, N! = 2.986 ± 0.007 (which favors a larger value for
$s(MZ) = 0.1237 ± 0.0021 mainly from R" and %# , as well as a very low MH). However,
the S parameter fits are valid even for a very heavy fourth family neutrino.

There is no simple parametrization that is powerful enough to describe the e"ects
of every type of new physics on every possible observable. The S, T , and U formalism
describes many types of heavy physics which a"ect only the gauge self-energies, and it
can be applied to all precision observables. However, new physics which couples directly
to ordinary fermions, such as heavy Z ! bosons [201] or mixing with exotic fermions [219]
cannot be fully parametrized in the S, T , and U framework. It is convenient to treat
these types of new physics by parameterizations that are specialized to that particular
class of theories (e.g., extra Z ! bosons), or to consider specific models (which might
contain, e.g., Z ! bosons and exotic fermions with correlated parameters). Constraints on
various types of new physics are reviewed in Refs. [51,125,220,221].

Fits to Supersymmetric models are described in Refs. 164 and 222. Models involving
strong dynamics (such as (extended) Technicolor) for electroweak breaking are considered
in Ref. 223. The e"ects of compactified extra spatial dimensions at the TeV scale are
reviewed in Ref. 224, and constraints on Little Higgs models in Ref. 225. Limits on new
four-Fermi operators and on leptoquarks using LEP 2 and lower energy data are given in
Ref. 142.

An alternate formalism [226] defines parameters, &1, &2, &3, &b in terms of the specific
observables MW /MZ , #"", A

(0,")
FB , and Rb. The definitions coincide with those for !&i in

Eqs. (10.61) and (10.62) for physics which a"ects gauge self-energies only, but the &’s
now parametrize arbitrary types of new physics. However, the &’s are not related to
other observables unless additional model dependent assumptions are made. Another
approach [227] parametrizes new physics in terms of gauge-invariant sets of operators.
It is especially powerful in studying the e"ects of new physics on non-Abelian gauge

July 24, 2008 18:04

PDG, 2008
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• compare to talk given by M. Vysotsky at Beyond the 3SM generation at the
LHC era Workshop, CERN, Sept. 4-5.

• update of M. Maltoni, V. A. Novikov, L. B. Okun, A. N. Rozanov, and M.
I. Vysotsky, Phys. Lett. B476 (2000) 107
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4 generation with 600 GeV higgs
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from STU to formulas for “light” NP

The example of successful application of S, T, U analysis :
He, Polonsky and Su in 2001 discovered that heavy higgs is
allowed by data in case of 4 generations.

The example of unsuccessful application of S, T, U to 4th

generation :
Erler and Langacker PDG articles, 2000 - 2008.

If one wants to apply S, T, U variables to the case of
MN ! MZ/2 then I would recommend to switch to S!, T !, U !

by the following substitution:

!Z(0) =" !Z(M2
Z) # !!

Z(M2
Z) $ M2

Z .

No2PPT - Prosper – p. 17

Conclusions

One extra quark-lepton generation is not excluded by
ew precision data while 3 extra generations are
excluded with high probability;

The quality of fit for one extra generation is the same as
that for SM for certain values of new particle masses;

In case of 4th generation the upper bound on higgs
mass from SM fit is removed;

The transition to variables S!T !U ! applicable
independently of the masses of new particles is
suggested.

No2PPT - Prosper – p. 24

Vysotsky, 2008
(picking off his slides)
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• but even the Russian analysis makes assumptions that can be relaxed

• BH, PRD54(1996)721

• see also Kribs, Plehn, Spannowsky, Tait, PRD76(2007)075016
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Outline

Search for a fourth family

• focus on the use of the jet mass technique

Motivation for a fourth family

• a conservative point of view for new physics

• new flavor interactions, EWSB, top mass etc.—how do the pieces fit?

• another LHC search

• return to S and T
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energy deposit in calorimeter cell

pµ
1 + pµ

2
!

i

pµ
i

b jet
b jetfrom boosted t: from t!:

2-jets            or W-jet

relative suppression of tt background

jet mass technique for t! " Wq " (W -jet)(q-jet)



Sample jet mass plot
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" W+W#qq " (!")(W -jet)qq



method based on jet mass technique
(without b-tag)

• isolated lepton with pT > 15 GeV or missing ET > 100 GeV

• three jets with pT > 60 GeV, one with pT > 150 GeV

• one “W -jet” with invariant mass mjet > 60 GeV

• !R between (pT > 150 jet) and (W -jet) less than 2.5

• take invariant mass of any two such objects

t!t
!

" W+W#qq " (!")(W -jet)qq



standard method (without b-tag)

• isolated lepton with pT > 15 GeV

• missing ET > 20 GeV

• four jets with pT > 40 GeV, two with pT > 100 GeV (use smaller cone)

• reconstruct p! such that combined with p" reconstructs MW

• find the pair of jets whose invariant mass comes closest to MW (reject if greater
than 200 GeV)

• make remaining jet assignments to minimize the di!erence between the two
reconstructed t! masses (reject if greater than 150 GeV)



standard method (without b-tag)

• isolated lepton with pT > 15 GeV

• missing ET > 20 GeV

• four jets with pT > 40 GeV, two with pT > 100 GeV (use smaller cone)

• reconstruct p! such that combined with p" reconstructs MW

• find the pair of jets whose invariant mass comes closest to MW (reject if greater
than 200 GeV)

• make remaining jet assignments to minimize the di!erence between the two
reconstructed t! masses (reject if greater than 150 GeV)

compare the two methods

• t!t
!

signal vs tt background

• also take HT > 2mt!



• conventional method

• W -jet method

• 7 TeV protons, 0.2 fb!1

• mt! = 500 GeV
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• W -jet method

• 7 TeV protons, 0.2 fb!1

• mt! = 600 GeV

W+jets background
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Tevatron • 1 TeV pp, 4 fb!1

• mt! = 350 GeV
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extra jets from Pythia extra jets from Alpgen

• Alpgen-Pythia for background

• MadEvent-Pythia for signal

• CTEQ6L1 PDF with Pythia tune D6T

• PGS4 with ATLAS parameters

• Alpgen generates 0, 1, and 2 extra hard jet samples with pTmin = 50 GeV

• otherwise tt background can be underestimated

• not clear that S/B can be improved using jet substructure



• without b tag

• with b tag
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q! " y4

q! + ...

• smaller range of mh allowed to keep ! finite and positive at 1 TeV
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FIG. 7: The minimum scale at which new physics enters into
the Higgs potential to avoid either a too short–lived vacuumor
to avoid a Landau pole in !. These two constraints are qual-
itatively distinct: meta–stability can be restored by weakly
coupled physics below a TeV scale, whereas the Landau pole
signals a strongly interacting Higgs sector. The dashed curve
reproduces the SM triviality bound.

is important because weakly coupled physics with par-
ticles obtaining their mass through e.g. supersymmetry
breaking, not electroweak breaking, will hardly a!ect our
Higgs results.

The second constraint is potentially a stronger one.
Requiring that the quartic remain perturbative, !(µ) !
4", we find that the upper bound on the cuto! scale
of the theory rapidly becomes small as the Higgs mass
is increased. We show this constraint as well as the
meta-stability constraint in Fig. 7. We find that for our
choices of fourth–generation masses, the Yukawa inter-
actions remain perturbative to slightly beyond the Higgs
meta-stability/triviality bounds for all considered Higgs
masses. The “chimney” region, in which the e!ective
theory of the Standard Model with mHSM

! 200 GeV
remains valid to MPl, closes o!. We find the maximal
cuto! scale before new physics of any kind enters oc-
curs for Higgs masses in the neighborhood of 300 GeV.
Much lower Higgs masses, in particular mH < 2MW ,
imply other new physics must enter to prevent develop-
ing a deeper minimum away from the electroweak break-
ing vacuum. Nevertheless, we emphasize that this new
physics can be weakly coupled below a TeV with little
e!ect on Higgs physics itself.

Conversely, to resolve the physics of the cuto! scale in
the case where the quartic (or the Yukawas) encounter a
Landau pole undoubtedly requires physics directly con-
nected to electroweak symmetry breaking. This new
physics could be stronger-coupled supersymmetry, tech-
nicolor, topcolor, or a little Higgs construction.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have considered the constraints on a fourth gen-
eration and its e!ects on Higgs physics in the Standard
Model. If Nature does indeed have a fourth generation,
it is amusing to speculate on the rich series of new phe-
nomena expected at colliders now operating and about
to begin. The ordering of discoveries could proceed by
Tevatron discovering the Higgs, with an unusually large
production cross section, or in mass range that was previ-
ously thought to be undetectable in the Standard Model.
Subdominant decays of the Higgs may reveal a new sec-
tor. Direct production of fourth generation neutrinos or
leptons may also be possible at Tevatron, but relies on a
more detailed understanding the background. Once the
LHC turns on, the fourth generation quarks should be
readily produced and found. The Higgs can be found us-
ing the golden mode for a wide range of mass, and for
most of this range, it will be found very quickly with
a small integrated luminosity (due to the large enhance-
ment of the gluon fusion channel). Given measures of the
cross section for Higgs production as well as branching
ratios of Higgs into subdominant modes, the LHC will
be able to rapidly verify that a fourth chiral generation
does indeed exist.

While our focus has been on the e!ects of a fourth gen-
eration, there is also the possibility that a fourth genera-
tion could alleviate or solve some of the pressing problems
addressed by other models of new physics. One amusing
possibility is to employ a variation of the mechanism of
Ref. [56] to revive electroweak baryogenesis in the (four-
generation) Standard Model. Another possibility is to
impose a parity symmetry to stabilize the fourth genera-
tion lepton to serve as cold dark matter. This is naively
ruled out by direct detection, however there are mecha-
nisms [57, 58] to avoid these bounds by either splitting
the neutrino eigenstates with a small Majorana mass or
otherwise invoking additional physics such as a Z ! cou-
pling to U(1)B"L. A detailed study of these issues is in
progress and will be reported on elsewhere.
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• even for the smallest possible masses (from Kribs et. al.) ...
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• but even in SUSY the Yukawa couplings yq!(µ) run
quickly

• again, strong interactions are not far away unless
even more new physics is added Murdock, Nandi, Tavartkiladze

• to keep Higgs light, the new physics has to sit on top of the fourth family

• e.g. supersymmetry with mq̃! ! mq!

• more dramatic is direct contribution to Higgs mass
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• for mt!,b! ! 600-700 GeV the Higgs loses meaning completely

• Goldstone bosons of electroweak symmetry breaking couple strongly to t!, b!

• strong interactions unitarize WW scattering

• "!# is replaced by "t
!

t!#, "b
!

b!#, "" !" !#, "# !# !#

• !T from light Higgs is replaced by e"ects $ (mt! % mb!)2, (m!! % m" !)2



the underlying physics?

• fourth family does not feel a new confining force (CKM mixing)

• if a new strong gauge interaction, then it must be broken

bite the bullet, cut out the Higgs
from

wikipedia:

• for mt!,b! ! 600-700 GeV the Higgs loses meaning completely

• Goldstone bosons of electroweak symmetry breaking couple strongly to t!, b!

• strong interactions unitarize WW scattering

• "!# is replaced by "t
!

t!#, "b
!

b!#, "" !" !#, "# !# !#

• !T from light Higgs is replaced by e"ects $ (mt! % mb!)2, (m!! % m" !)2
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before 4th family discovery, why consider such a thing?

• again, supersymmetry goes beyond what we know

• no consensus on susy breaking (nonperturbative?)

• parameters (lots) replace understanding of mass and flavor

• fine-tuning problems still linger

why the Higgs is not conservative

• elementary scalar fields go beyond what we know

• scalar mass is unstable and unnatural

• another layer is needed—but still ‘little hierarchy problem’

The conservative case
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• no problem with high energy unitarity

• MW ! MPlanck—what hierarchy problem?

• (chiral) gauge symmetries su!er from dynamical symmetry breaking in nature

• start from scratch—what do we know for sure?

• gauged theories of fermions exist in nature

• dynamical symmetry breaking and mass formation occurs through strongly in-
teracting gauge theories (QCD)

• cut out the Higgs from the standard model—what is left?

• SU(2) ! U(1) gauge symmetry still does not survive

• QCD " #qq$ %= 0 " W ’s and Z receive mass (too low of course)

• but EWSB and flavor physics are missing

A conservative start



pass EWSB, go directly to flavor

• broken gauge interactions can play central role

• can connect di!erent families and have the e!ect of feeding mass down from
heavy to light

1

"2
##!! ! ! mass

• to do this, scales of flavor physics range from a TeV to " 1000 TeV
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• also accounts for light neutrino masses

• !!"L"L is replaced by a six fermion operator

pass EWSB, go directly to flavor

• broken gauge interactions can play central role

• can connect di!erent families and have the e!ect of feeding mass down from
heavy to light

1

"2
##!! ! ! mass

• to do this, scales of flavor physics range from a TeV to " 1000 TeV

EWSB—what produces !!!"?

• unbroken gauge interaction # technicolor

• broken gauge interaction # lightest remnant of flavor interaction

1

!!2
"""" $ !t!t!", !b!b!", !! !! !", !" !" !" $ EWSB
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proceed sideways

• consider a new massive gauge boson X coupling to all fourth family members
the same way (remnant of a sideways gauge symmetry)

• not so fast—gauge anomalies

• canceled by having equal and opposite couplings to the third and fourth families

• any approximate symmetry between third and fourth families must be dynam-
ically broken

view from the top

• there is a tension between the need for an approximate custodial symmetry and
the top mass

• need separation of scales

• approximate custodial symmetry is a property of 1 TeV dynamics

• the top mass is a reflection of SU(2)R breaking at a higher scale

• so how is the SU(2)R breaking communicated to the top mass?
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• consider an operator that can arise from SU(2)L ! U(1) preserving physics

1

!2
b
!

Lb
!

RtLtR " t mass

• due to its form, custodial sym. breaking and Zbb corrections are suppressed

b!
L

• leads to mb! > mt!

• if both third and fourth family quarks feel a ‘walking type interaction’, then
can get suitable enhancement of t mass operator

• points again to a remnant flavor interaction—the X boson
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• X couples equally strongly to all members of the third family

• thus distinctive decay mode X ! !+!!

• di!erent from KK excitations of gluons for example

• X is probably a broad resonance (also unlike a typical Z !)

!X ! g2

X

!

MX

500 GeV

"

60 GeV

• doesn’t couple to light quarks (unlike typical Z !)

• X is produced through its coupling to the b quark

bb ! X (" 2/3 of cross section)

g(b or b) ! Xg(b or b) (" 1/4 of cross section)

gg ! Xbb

q(b or b) ! Xq(b or b) (q = light quark)

the X
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• boosted ! decay—visible and missing components are collinear

• visible components "p+ and "p
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carry fractions x+ and x
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—can be determined

• X invariant mass determined by the four-vectors p+ and p
!

is scaled up by
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Mass reconstruction
X ! !+!!

• boosted ! decay—visible and missing components are collinear

• visible components "p+ and "p
!

carry fractions x+ and x
!
—can be determined

• X invariant mass determined by the four-vectors p+ and p
!

is scaled up by
1/
"

x+x
!

Cuts

• at least one pair of oppositely charged leptons, including ! -tagged jets, each
with pT > 60 GeV, with invariant mass > 300 GeV

• missing energy pT/ > 60 GeV

• HT > 700 GeV

• not more than one non-b-tag jet with pT > 60 GeV



• MX = 700, 850 GeV for gX/MX = 1/700

• and MX = 700, gX = 0.5 (green)

• MX = 1000, 1150, 1300 GeV

for gX/MX = 1/700

• width ! g2

X
MX
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1 fbN
!!
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!!

main backgrounds

• tt+jets (blue) with both top quarks decaying semileptonically

• W+jets (red) with W to decaying leptonically

• take a ! fake rate of 1%
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• depends on the form of the neutrino mass:

• purely Dirac mass

• Dirac mass plus Majorana mass for !
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• !R’s are not expected since it is more natural for !!R!R" # (1000 TeV)3

• pure Majorana mass is dynamical and thus falls o! in the ultraviolet



• !!
! characterizes the ultraviolet fall-o" of the mass function

S and T from the fourth lepton sector

Sleptons !
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}    
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considered

}

• depends on the form of the neutrino mass:

• purely Dirac mass

• Dirac mass plus Majorana mass for !
!

R

• purely Majorana mass (no !
!

R)

• !R’s are not expected since it is more natural for !!R!R" # (1000 TeV)3

• pure Majorana mass is dynamical and thus falls o! in the ultraviolet
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Summary

• minimal joining of EWSB and flavor physics

! fourth family in the 600-700 GeV range

• a minimal remnant of flavor gauge interactions—the X boson

! can be produced through coupling to b

! can decay through coupling to !

• Yukawa couplings ! decouples theory of flavor from EWSB

• no elementary scalar ! flavor problem becomes integrated with EWSB

• even though there may be new strong interactions, a conservative point of view
can still lead to “predictions”

• a fourth family may be easy to find—but just how easy?

• discovery could decrease the motivation for Higgs searches!



b b' s

b

b

s

s

X

X

Z

New source of CPV in b ! s mixing

• vertex factors due to small mass mixing e!ects in the down sector (already must
be smaller than CKM mixings)

• right handed couplings present

• independent mixing suppression factors



fourth family

second family

third family

first family

low scale flavor interactions

high scale flavor interactions

What does a ‘potentially’ complete model look like?

UA(1) ! US(2) ! SUPS(4) ! SUL(2) ! SUR(2)

(+, 2, 4, 2, 1)

(", 2, 4, 1, 2)

(", 2, 4, 2, 1)

(+, 2, 4, 1, 2)

• all possible global symmetries are gauged—but variations of this gauge symme-
try is also be possible


